Highly efficient heralded single-photon source for telecom wavelengths based on a PPLN waveguide.
We present the realization of a highly efficient photon pair source based on spontaneous parametric downconversion (SPDC) in a periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) ridge waveguide. The source is suitable for long distance quantum communication applications as the photon pairs are located at the centers of the telecommunication O- and C- band at 1312 nm and 1557 nm. The high efficiency is confirmed by a conversion efficiency of 4 × 10<sup>-6</sup> - which is to our knowledge among the highest conversion efficiencies reported so far - and a heralding efficiency of 64.1 ± 2.1%. The heralded single-photon properties are confirmed by the measurement of the photon statistics with a Click/No-Click method as well as the heralded g<sup>(2)</sup>-function. A minimum value for g<sup>(2)</sup>(0) of 0.001 ± 0.0003 indicating clear antibunching has been observed.